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Tate Modern has announced the appointment of two curators specialising in art from the

Asia-Paci�c region. Alvin Li has been appointed to the role of Curator, International Art,

supported by Asymmetry Art Foundation, and that Hera Chan has been appointed Adjunct

Curator, Asia-Paci�c, supported by Asymmetry Art Foundation.

Both of these roles ensure that expertise on art from the Asia-Paci�c region is embedded in

Tate Modern’s curatorial team, devising and delivering ambitious exhibitions, displays and

initiatives in the gallery. They will also research new strategic acquisitions of modern and

contemporary art for Tate’s collection, and forge new relationships with artists, cultural

producers, scholars and curators based in the region.

These posts are supported through a new partnership between Tate and Asymmetry Art

Foundation. Asymmetry is a London-based not-for-pro�t organisation dedicated to nurturing

the next generation of curators and to developing curatorial practice and expertise in Asia

and beyond. By working in partnership with key art institutions – including The Courtauld

Institute of Art, Goldsmiths University of London, Chisenhale Gallery and Del�na Foundation

– Asymmetry supports a wide range of curatorial placements and scholarship programmes.

Yan Du and Michèle Ruo Yi Landolt, Directors at Asymmetry Art Foundation, said “Our varied

approach in building partnerships have resulted in numerous initiatives, while giving presence

to Sinophone artistic voices from Asia and its diaspora. We acknowledge the importance of

contextualising curatorial knowledge about the distinctive regions of the Asia-Paci�c in the
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global art world and we are excited to further shape the future of curatorial, art-historical,

and institutional practices in a more inclusive and diverse landscape through this invaluable

partnership with Tate.”

Read more about the initiative on Tate Modern website. 

Image: Left: Alvin Li, photo by Shuwei Liu. Right: Hera Chan
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ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information,

facilitating dialogue and stimulating re�ection on the arts and culture of the two

regions.
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